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Abstract

This thesis concerns the analysis of dynamical systems suitable to be modelled
by piecewise-smooth differential equations. In such systems the continuous-
in-time dynamics is interrupted by discrete-in-time jumps in the state or
governing equations of motion. Not only can this framework be used to
describe existing systems with strong nonlinear behaviour such as impacts
and friction, but the non-smooth properties can be exploited to design new
mechanical devices. As suggested in this work it opens up the possibility of, for
example, fast limit switches and energy transfer mechanisms.

Particularly, the dynamics at the onset of low-velocity impacts in systems
with recurrent dynamics, so called grazing bifurcations in impact-oscillators,
are investigated. As previous work has shown, low-velocity impacts is a strong
source of instability to the dynamics, and efforts to control the behaviour is of
importance. This problem is approached in two ways in this work. One is to
investigate the influence of parameter variations on the dynamic behaviour of
the system. The other is to implement low-cost control strategies to regulate
the dynamics at the grazing bifurcation. The control inputs are of impulsive
nature, and utilizes the natural dynamics of the system to the greatest extent.

The scientific contributions of this work is collected in five appended
papers. The first paper consists of an experimental verification of a map
that captures the correction to the smooth dynamics induced by an impact,
known in the literature as the discontinuity map. It is shown that the lowest
order expansion of the map accurately captures the transient growth rate of
impact velocities. The second paper presents a constructive proof of a control
algorithm for a rather large class of impact oscillators. The proof is constructive
in the sense that it gives control parameters which stabilizes the dynamics
at the onset of low-velocity impacts. In the third paper a piecewise-smooth
quarter-car model is derived, and the control strategy is implemented to reduce
impact velocities in the suspension system. In the fourth and fifth papers the
grazing bifurcation of an impact oscillator with dry friction type damping is
investigated. It turns out that the bifurcation is triggered by the disappearance
of an interval of stable stick solutions. A condition on the parameters of the
system is derived which differentiates between stable and unstable types of
bifurcation scenarios. Additionally, a low-cost control strategy is proposed,
similar to the one previously mentioned, to regulate the bifurcation scenario.
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